While data scientists have never had more machine learning (ML) tools at their disposal, the challenges of implementing and operationalizing these resources often stand in the way of bringing insights to market. That’s where RSM and Azure Machine Learning can help.

Azure Machine Learning helps you take advantage of artificial intelligence with a studio–based development experience that supports everything required to build, train and deploy models. By offering enterprise–grade, end–to–end capabilities across the entire ML life cycle, Azure Machine Learning brings ML out of the lab and into your business.

As one of the top Azure Machine Learning consulting partners in the industry, RSM offers the expertise and services required to significantly accelerate your time–to–value in operationalizing machine learning so you can integrate ML into your business faster and more effectively.

RSM CAN HELP YOU MAXIMIZE YOUR USE OF AZURE MACHINE LEARNING TO:

- Identify, build and optimize ML use cases
- Create and deploy no–code predictive models with a few clicks
- Integrate ML into your existing technology stack
- Incorporate ML–driven capabilities across your business operations
- Ensure security and access to protect data
THE BENEFITS OF AZURE MACHINE LEARNING

With Azure Machine Learning, you can build, deploy and manage high-quality models faster and with confidence with industry-leading MLOps, open-source interoperability and integrated tools.

Rapidly build and train models
Use the studio development experience to access integrated tools and best-in-class support for open-source frameworks and libraries.

Operationalize at scale
Deploy models with a single click and manage and govern them efficiently with MLOps.

Deliver responsible solutions
Understand and protect data and models, build for fairness and improve model quality.

Innovate on a more secure hybrid platform
Run ML workloads anywhere with built-in governance, security and compliance.

HOW RSM HELPS

RSM removes the complexity of ML by leveraging our Azure Machine Learning experience to help you plan, implement and operationalize ML into your business. Our professional consulting services for Azure Machine Learning include:

- Preparing data for exploration
- Building and training models
- Validating and deploying models
- Managing, monitoring and optimizing Azure Machine Learning performance

OUR METHODOLOGY

Our middle market advisors work by your side to understand your unique organization and uncover opportunities to leverage Azure Machine Learning to meet your business needs and goals. By partnering with you across your end-to-end ML journey, we can help you develop, operationalize and optimize predictive models faster so you can make data-driven decisions about your business.

For more information about RSM or Azure Machine Learning, call us at 800.274.3978 or visit rsmus.com/contact to send us a message.